Change Round Here

I’m sendin’ this rap to the Board of Management
Listen to us cos we have loadsa knowledge, yes
Education is important to us
But we mightn’t all wanna be a teacher or a nurse.
Singin’ and dancin’ is all I wanna do
Interrupt, you’ll get a one, two, uniful!
Teachers are too serious, don’t mean to be blunt
Calm it down; we only just wanna have fun.
Deep down we just want teachers who are sound
If we all get along we wouldn’t mind them being around.
In class, if we had a few minutes and chats
If they tell us about themselves, then we can tell ‘em back.
Sitting in class, listening to subjects
Givin’ loadsa info like we’re computer objects
We wanna do things that we actually like
Like dancin’, singin’ and rappin’ on the mike.

Listen up now and hear our voices
We’re gonna be the ones that make the choices
We’re gonna make a change round here
We’re gonna make a change round here

Listen up now and hear our voices
We’re gonna be the ones that make the choices
We’re gonna make a change round here
We’re gonna make a change round here

We want less pressure and less stress
More fun in class will lead to success
Introduce music and songs that we can sing along to
Remember all the stuff in school that goes on
What’s with the anger, no need to shout
Take us aside and talk it out
Comin’ in frustrated cos the last class annoyed ya
It’s things like this that make us want to avoid ya
Gettin’ 1 hour detention for bein’ 1 minute late
We want to prove a point but they won’t let us say it
When they want our attention we tell ‘em “get away”
So why get what we want if we won’t behave?
At least they’re not strict about piercings and haircuts
And we can wear our runners to school to be fair, cos
That’s our own way of showing who we are
The unique things in us will make us go far